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•  Special Contribution •

The Characteristics and Nature of the Sino-US Relationship in the New Era—Also on the Diplomatic Blunders of
the Late Soviet Union and the Mistakes of the Current “ New Cold W ar” Concept ................. Zhang Wenmu (4 )

After the Second World War, the United States turned from a nation-state that had been oppressed by Europe to a

semi-colonial country that was oppressed and exploited by an international consortium, namely, the Wall Street. The US

government today has switched its political basis from oil dollar to arms dollar and has turned itself into a warlike

government. The goals of American diplomacy are back on the track of war again. In the new era, the nature of the 

competition between China and the United States is that of systems. With international capital gains shrinking sharply, 

unreasonable US demands against China is approaching China’s bottom line. Compared with the second half of the 20th

century and the beginning of the 21st century, the power relationship between China and the United States has undergone 

major changes that are favorable to China. However, there is no fundamental change in its nature yet. Although China’s 

overall defensive diplomacy has not changed , even though China still has the need and opportunity to attack on certain

issues. Under such circumstances , we must grasp the main contradictions in the international community and the laws of

international struggle , scientifically study the international situation , and draw lessons from the collapse of the Soviet

Union. We must learn from Mao Zedong’s art of struggle , adopt a policy of local attacks in overall defense , and give priority

to accelerating reunification of the two sides of the Taiwan Strait.

Five Great Leaps: Political Advantages of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era
.....................................................................................................................................................................  Xin Xiangyang (13 )

Socialism with Chinese characteristics has entered a new era , which will not only have an increasing impact on the

world economy , but also contribute the Chinese wisdom to the progress and development of human political civilization.

Having achieved “ five great leaps” , socialism politics with Chinese characteristics for a new era has avoided five major 

political risks: the disruption in power transfer and “ sworn brotherhood politics” ; the fallacy of single vote politics and 

“ finger politics” ; the ethnic issue of populist politics and “ street politics” ; the interests of multi-party politics and “ boxing

politics” ; the specter of irrational politics and “ nonsensical politics” .

•  Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era •

Innovation in Historical Materialism of the Idea of Development in Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese

Characteristics for a New Era ........................................................................................................................  Tan Yangfang (20 )

The idea of development in Xi Jinping Thought on socialism with Chinese characteristics for a new era is the result of

in-depth refections on development by the Chinese communists today. It is a general and basic view on the significance , 

gaol , means , methods , connotation and criteria of development. It refects the distinct properties of the times , scientifically 

and accurately grasping the objective law of China’s development with great theoretical innovation.
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Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era as a Succession and Development of

Mao Zedong Thought ..........................................................................................................................................  Guo Shaofei (26 )

Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era is a succession, enrichment and

development of Mao Zedong Thought under the new historical conditions. On the philosophical level, it insists on the 

ideological line of seeking truth from facts in Mao Zedong Thought, adheres to and develops the policies and strategies of 

Mao Zedong Thought concerning party building , people’s stance , cultural construction , military diplomacy , etc. In line

with Mao Zedong Thought , it inherits and develops the sinicized Marxism based on the practice in the new era , and opens

up new theoretical sphere for Marxism.

Theory and Practice in the Party’s Ideological Construction since the Eighteenth National Congress of the
Communist Party of China .................................................................................................................................  Zhang Feng (32 )

Since the Eighteenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China , General Secretary Xi Jinping has repeatedly

stressed that the Party should firmly hold the leadership , management authority and right to discourse in the ideological 

field. The idea of “ building socialist ideology of strong cohesiveness and leading power” clearly stated in the Nineteenth 

National Congress of the Communist Party of China is a major theoretical and practical innovation in ideology construction by

the Chinese Communists with Comrade Xi Jinping as the core. It has established the theoretical premise of China’s

ideological construction; it has clarified the theoretical focus of China’s ideological construction; and it has put forward the

basic requirements for China’s current practice ideological construction. The theory and practice of the Party’s ideological

construction embody the organic unity of the theoretical logic and practical logic.

•  Studies on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics •

A Study of the Connotation of and Relationship between the “ Great Rejuvenation of the Chinese Nation” and
“ Socialist Modernization” ......................................................................................................  Yang Binbin and Ma Yujie (39 )

Realizing the socialist modernization and great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation are the general task of upholding and

developing socialism with Chinese characteristics. The formulation of such task is based on profound historical and realistic

logic , as well as theoretical and practical logic. The general task is the logical starting point of Xi Jinping Thought on 

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era. “ Socialist modernization” and “ the great rejuvenation of the Chinese 

nation” are two concepts with rich connotations , which profoundly reflect the historical inevitability of socialism with 

Chinese characteristics in terms of its conceptual origin , connotative evolution and realization path. To study the conceptual 

origin of and dialectical relationship between “ socialist modernization” and “ the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” is

helpful to understand this ideological system as a whole.

Thoroughly Understanding the Party’s Basic Strategy ...........................................................................  Yao Meiping (47 )

The Party’s basic strategy is the action program of adhering to and developing socialism with Chinese characteristics in

the new era , which has a strong practical pertinence and provides strong guidance. To thoroughly understand the Party’s 

basic strategy , we should start from four aspects. First , the relationship between Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with 

Chinese Characteristics for a New Era and the basic strategy of adhering to and developing socialism with Chinese 

characteristics in the new era is one between the guiding ideology and the action program. Second , the basic strategy is a 

supplement , expansion , enrichment and development of the basic theory and basic line. Third , the basic strategy is the

integration , refinement , innovation and development of the basic program , experience and requirements. Fourth , the basic

strategy is a rich , logical and interconnected scientific system.
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•  Studies on World Capitalism •

Capitalism in Crisis and China’s Response—Samir Amin on the Significance of Marx’s Theory Today
......................................................................................................  [Egypt] Samir Amin, Translated by Li Jiangjing (51 )

Marx revealed the basic contradictions of capitalist society during the rise of capitalism and pointed out that capitalism 

is only a short transitional period in human history. Contemporary capitalism is in its second systemic crisis. With 

increasing concentration of capital, imperialism has undergone a qualitative change. The three giants of the United States,

Japan and Europe have formed a collective imperialism. Their goal is to turn China into a subordinate country that supplies

them with raw materials. Therefore, China should not be naive and repeat the mistakes of the Soviet Union. China should

be soberly aware that even if China became a capitalist country, the collective imperialism would not allow China to rise

peacefully. Now, we should consider establishing a world organization of working-class all over the world like the 

International Workingmen’s Association, the Second International and the Comintern to carry out a common strategy and 

seek common victories. Marx’s theory is increasingly shining the light of truth in contemporary times; communism is not

utopia, and today’s ideal will become tomorrow’s reality.

Proletarianization of the Teachers and the Rise of New Strike Waves in the United States

........................................................................................................... [U S] Steve Fraser, Translated by Hu Xiaoxue (57 )

Since April this year , strikes of American teachers have come one after another , which have formed strike waves.

Their root causes are years of economic austerity and a sharp reduction in investment in education in the United States. The

teachers’ living expenses are beyond their means , and the children’s education is greatly Mfected. As a result , the teachers’

strikes have been widely supported by the American people. However , the US authorities have been blaming the teachers

for the social crisis and try to scapegoat them. The author believes that teachers are part of American working class and are 

proletarians without any power. The American working class has a long revolutionary history of strikes and uprisings , and it 

has ever dealt a heavy blow to those in power. The American teachers strike waves are a new manifestation of American

labor movement , which will definitely have a major impact on the future social life of the United States.

•  Studies on World Socialism •

A Preliminary Study of the Workers’ Party ( Turkey) ...........................................................................  Li Yunpeng (62 )

The climax of socialist movement in Turkey took place in the 1960s and 1970s , and one of its leading core was the

Workers’ Party (Turkey). The party , mainly through parliamentary struggle and worker and student movements , has made

an indelible historical contribution in protecting the interests of workers , promoting the process of social democracy and

legalization of Turkey , and safeguarding Turkey’s independence and sovereignty. The idea of “ United National Democratic

Front,” which was put forward by the party , still has an influence on left-‘wing political parties in Turkey. However , due to 

its subjective historical limitations and the severe objective situation , the party failed to lead the proletariat to seize power. 

The rise and fall of the Workers’ Party (Turkey) provides an experience for reflections on the “ Turkish model” for the

development of socialist movement in the third world countries.

•  Studies on Classical Works of Marxism •

The Philosophical Logic of Lenin’s Im perialism  and Its Contemporary Value ..  Jia Shupin and Hu Feixia (71 )

Although Lenin’s Imperialism has been published for more than one hundred years , its philosophical logic and

contemporary value still shine the light of truth. First , some people think that Lenin’s Imperialism has encountered “ the
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dilemma of the tim es,” which is actually an error of judgment on the development of contemporary capitalism. Second, the

philosophical logic of Imperialism has uncovered the reason of questioning it as “ the dilemma of the times” has unveiled the

essence of imperialism, has explained the development trend of imperialism and its transformation, and has realized the

concrete and historical unity of cognition and practice, theory and reality. Third, Imperialism still shows its value in the

times today under new historical conditions. It sets an example for us to inherit and develop Marxism and provides

methodological enlightenment for us to correctly understand the new changes of contemporary capitalism. It has practical

guiding significance to socialist country’s reform, opening-up and modernization.

•  Hot-spot Analysis •

Copyright of Red Works Should Be Protected through Special Legislation— Comments on the Copyright
Infringement Case of Liang Xin vs. The National Ballet of China .....................  Chi Fangxu and Zhang Xinxin (77 )

“ The Red Detachment of Women” is different from ordinary dance works, because it concerns the public interests.

The case of “ The Red Detachment of Women” reflects an important issue, that is, how to protect the copyright of “ red 

works” under the rule of law. First, the case of “ The Red Detachment of Women” shows that there are some major 

legislative deficiencies in protecting the copyright of “ red works” and there is a serious legislative insufficiency in the

current copyright law. Second, copyright protection of the “ red works” through special legislation is related not only to

public interests, but also to the long-term stability of state power. Third, the key to protect the copyright of “ red works” by

legislation is to establish a national system of “ red works” copyright ownership.

Copyright Lawsuit over the Ballet of “ The Red Detachment of Women” and Legal Protection of the Assets of Red

Culture .....................................................................................................................................................................  Zhao Xiaolu (82 )

The copyright dispute over the ballet of “ The Red Detachment of Women Army” has raised an important theoretical

problem as well as a problem of legal practice. First, in China, a classic of red culture is usually adapted from another 

original works of still earlier time, which gives rise to the problem of copyright ownership. Second, before the reform and 

opening-up , writers and artists were all state cadres who received salaries from the government , which leads to the copyright

ownership problem concerning the works completed as part of one’s employment. Third , the copyright of written and dance

works are two interconnected but different legal concepts. Therefore , the copyright of dance works cannot be covered or

replaced by that of written works. Fourth , classics of red cultural works have not only economic and cultural functions , but

also political functions , and they are state-owned intangible assets with red , historical characteristics. To keep capital from

controlling the lifeblood of red culture , special protection of the copyright of red cultural works is required.

•  Academic Trends •

Taking Advantage of China’s New Driving Force in the New Era and Continuously Improving World Socialism

Studies .......................................................................................................................  Tai Hong , Shan Chao and Shi Zhong (85 )
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